Valve Construction Features:

- 2-way straight thru globe design
- Bronze or Stainless Steel body w/ female NPT threads standard
- Stainless Steel available with 150# and 300# flanged ends
- Full port-internal pilot operated or direct acting
- Packless construction
- Continuous duty coils for all voltages
- No differential pressure required to open

Easy In-Line Service

Inspect, clean or service all internal parts of full port-internal pilot operated or direct acting solenoid valves while the valve body remains in the pipeline shortening costly down time and increasing productivity.

Normally Closed Valve shown is typical of Type A, 1/2” thru 1-1/4”

MAGNATROL SOLENOID OPERATED VALVES are used to control the flow of liquids or gases, generally in conjunction with automatic control apparatus such as thermostat, float switch, time switch, or flow meter.